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TIP #1: Write a VERY Good Book… From Reid Tracy (Hay House CEO)

Write a very good book that people read and tell their friends to buy so that the book continues to 
help people and bring new leads to your business for many years to come. (Writing a really GOOD 
book trumps any strategy that you could every implement, although strategy is KEY.)

TIP #2: Your book as a BROCHURE for your Business

Write a book that becomes a brochure for your business. Don’t worry about giving away “TOO” much 
in your book. Put your best stuff in your book.  Guidebooks and “How-To” books are more effective in 
generating customers than memoirs or other types of books for obvious reasons. 

TIP #3: Ask your TRIBE for book guidance

Include your fans, clients, friends or potential customers in the outline of the book. Ask your tribe – 
what would you want to learn in a book like this? What questions do you want answered? What are 
your biggest challenges? 

Including your tribe in the process of writing the book will make for a strong book AND a stronger 
base of fans eagerly waiting to buy the book.

TIP #4: Find a GREAT Publisher

Get a book agent and approach major publishers. Write a book proposal to let publishers know that 
you mean business.  Having a publisher is, in my opinion, a better strategy than self-publishing 
because publishers have databases full of people to promote your book to, and the right publisher 
will support you to create your book launch. (Note: You STILL have to design your own book launch – 
don’t expect a publisher to do it for you… but becoming a best-seller is simply much more likely when 
you have a publisher behind you.)
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TIP #5: Grow your List

Grow your list. Grow your Facebook Tribe. Having a mailing list will help you stand out - publishers 
are looking for authors who understand internet marketing and already have a platform.

TIP #6: Design a Pre-Launch for the Book

When you sell the book early, it queues book buyers and more bookstores will order the book ahead 
of time, thus creating even more demand for your book.  They see the orders coming in early and 
increase their expectations for the launch of the book in their stores. Also everyone in the book 
industry watches Amazon including foreign publishers so ranking on Amazon helps with the stores 
and getting your book published in other countries as well.

TIP #7: Sell books when you Speak

Where can you speak in the 6-9 months before the book comes out? When you speak, sell books. 
How can you encourage people to purchase the book before it’s released? Offer book bonuses and 
special incentives to buy the book early.  

TIP #8: Have a Lead Magnet or 2 or 3 that leads to the book offer

Warm up your book buyers by creating an assessment, a training audio or a checklist to accompany 
the book.  Send affiliate traffic or Facebook traffic with Facebook ads to the lead magnet, and once 
people download the lead magnet, make an offer for the book as a next step.

TIP #9: Create a Book BUNDLE

What would motivate people to purchase 5 books? Or 25 books? Or 100 books? I had 2 book bundle 
options for my tribe, which helped us move 1000’s of books.  First, women could purchase 5 books 
for 5 of their friends, and form a circle of six women to support them in launching their business, kind 
of like a mini-book club for business owners. A case can be made for gathering that support around 
you!  What can you make a case for in terms of positioning a reason for book buyers to purchase 
multiple books at once?

We also did a giveback campaign where people could purchase 50 books for a women’s group or 
even a college or networking group… and when they purchased 50 books they got invited to a 2-day 
exclusive training with me.

Brainstorm reasons why YOUR tribe would want to purchase multiple books and do a mini-campaign 
around that!
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TIP #10: Send your Readers BACK to your Website 

Include gifts at the end of every chapter that send people back to your website to download awe-
some bonuses.  Be sure they have to opt-in for their gifts. This will allow you to capture the names 
and emails of your readers and build the relationship with them through email marketing, creating a 
relationship that will lead to a much higher percentage of your readers becoming customers.

Example: www.womenrockingbusiness.com/guidebook

Ha�y  Writing!
Your Clients are Waiting for YOU

They’re not just waiting for someone LIKE you… 
They’re actually waiting for YOU!
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